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Abstract: Recent results on the neutrino electron and the

neutrino' proton elastic scattering from Exp. 734 at BNL are

presented. The values of th<

ments are in good agreement.

p
presented. The values of the sin 9 from the two measure-

Since the discovery of the neutral current at CERN in

1973, tremendous experiments on the neutral current have

been carried out. All of then confirmed the standard.
2)SU(2) x U(l) electroweak theory ' and with the discovery'

•3)of W and Z bosons in 1983 ' the basic validity of the theory

is firmly established. It remains of interest, however, to

seek possible extensions of that model both by.searching

for new phenomena and by making more-precise measurements

of known phenomena. In the latter category are measurements
2of the fundamental'weak neutral current parameter, sin 9 ,

in all .processes in which that parameter can be determined

accurately. -The v^e -> v e scattering is one of the best

interactions to study those questions. In this talk we will

present recent'results from an experiment on the measure-

ments of the cross sections of ^\re -> ^v'e and ^v'p ->

(-) 4) u U U

v'p . The experiments were performed at Brookhaven

National Laboratory A.G.S. with an average neutrino energy

of 1.4 GeV- The detector and the beam are described else-

where in details .

v e -> v e interactions are very simple theoretically.

The cross section is given directry by sin e .and p,
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gv = p(-| + 2sin
29w)

gA = P(-|)

where g and gA are the vector and the axial-vector coupling

constants. p = 1 for the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam model. The

radiative correction for sin 9w is very..'-sraall,
r less than-0.001.

If you take a ratio of the cross sections c(v e)/a(v e) .

which is independent of P, then the error "on sin 9 is 1/8
2

of the error in the ratio around sin 9 = 0.22. Therefore
• p

10% measurement of the ratio gives the error on sin 9 of
w

+ 0.012. However the experiment is very difficult because

it has about four orders of magnitudes smaller cross section

than the usual neutrino interactions on nucleons. We observe

1 - 2 v e events/day in the E734 detector. In figure 1 is

shown a graph of integraged number of events observed all

over the world starting from the year of 1973 when the first

neutral current was observed. There are a few pioneering

works around late 1970's, but the real phase transition has

happened at 1982 when the two major counter experiments,

CHARM at CERN and E734 at BNL became on the air. Most of

the events have been collected by the two groups. The data

summary of the E734 is shown in table 1. The experiment

have finished on May, 1986. We have collected the data of
193.8 x 10 Protons on Target(POT) for v e interactions and192.4 x 10 POT for anti-neutrino interactions. The final

analysis is in progress, we are expected to have about 190

neutrino electron events and 100 anti-neutrino events. In
this report we present a result from 40% of the neutrino

4)data and 60% of the anti-neutrino data '. We will also
mention quickly about a possibility of measuring da/dy with

the higher statistic v data.
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The signature of the neutrino electron scattering is

very simple, which is an isolated.'very forward electromag-

netic shower with

Ee9
2
e =

 2ra
eU " W

 < 2me ~ l MeV>

The emission angle is about 40 mrad for 500 MeV electron

(BNL) and 14 mrad for 5 GeV electron (CERN). Backgrounds

for the process are'l) neutral current TT° production (reso-

nance/coherent) , v N -> v N'ir°, where N1 is missed the

detection and one of the gammas from ir° decay converted in

the very forward direction, 2) v induced quasi-elastic

interactions v n -> e~p, v p -> e+n. The distribution of

y's from the IT decay through the reasonance production is
2

flat in 9 -distribution. And also the distribution through

the coherent tr production is almost flat at BNL energy.

This is an advantage of the low energy experiment comparing

to the high energy experiment for which the coherent TT°

production is the most severe background. Since we have

measured the v spectrum a calculation of the e~p and e+n

backgrounds are very reliable and they also distribute flat
2

in 9 -distribution.
The data reduction was very straight forward. We se-

.lected single forward electromagnetic showers, separated

electrons and gammas by using the dE/dx measurements and
2

made 9 -distributions. Then the signal appears as a sharp
forward peak and the background distributes in flat. In

2
figure 2 is shown 9 -distributions for both neutrino and
anti-neutrino data. We see clean forward peaks in the dis-

tributions. From the distributions we extracted 5 1 + 9 and

53 + 10 neutrino and anti-neutrino electron scattering,

respectively. The cross sections are



<j(v e) = 1.60 + 0.29(stat)' + 0.26(syst)
U - •.. - .

o(v e) = 1.16 + 0.26(stat) + 0.14(syst).

From the ratio, a(v e)/a(v e) = 1.38 + 0.40 + 0.17, we
wa_ . , u u _ 0#31
obtained

sin2ew = 0.209 + 0.029(stat) + 0.013(syst)

and for the couplings,

gv = -0.079 + 0.060

gA = -0.483 + 0.042,

which is shown in figure 3. The results may be compared

with the similar measurement by CHARM group at CERN

They obtained sin29w = 0.216 + o:'O32(stat) + O.OlO(syst) from

the ratio. If you perform a two parameter fit, treat p and
p

sin 9 as free parameters, from the cross section measure-

ments you get

sin29 = 0.209 + 0.030w —

P = 0.967 + 0.082.

The results of 68% C.L. of the two 'parameter space is shown

in figure 4.

If we can measure the do/dy of v e -> v e, then it will

provide an additional test for the standard model. Also

deviations from the standard model may be seen in dfl/dy.

For example the effect of the magnetic moment of neutrinos
8)have the y dependence of (l-y)/y , and if you see (1-y)

term in da/dy distribution you might say if neutrinos are
9)

Dirac or Majorana . We made a quick test to see a feasi-



bility of measuring do/dy of v e elastic scattering. We have
w 19used 119 v e. data sample from 2.4 * 10 POT. There is no way

to calculate y = E /E directly, therefore we used a Monte

Carlo calculation to produce 'distributions for flat term and
? 2

(1-y) term. We used 8 and E distributions for that pur-
pose. The flat term and (1-y)2 term were then fitted sim-

2ultaneously in the 9 •and Eg distributions and determined the
coefficiencies of the flat and (1-y) terms. Both pure flat

term and pure (1-y) term are exculded at 68% C.L. to re-

produce the real distributions. The mixture of the two terms

was consistent with the standard model with 68% C.L.. To

obtain g and g. from the total cross section, we need to

use both neutrino and anti-neutrino measurements, which is .

shown figure 3, however the do/dy measurement of neutrino

electron scattering alone gave you directly four separated

regions in g and g. space. Unfortunately the analysis is

very preliminary, therefore there is not much more to say

about it, but the dc/dy measurement is very promising and

give a nice result in near future.

Now we turn to the subject of neutrino proton elastic

scattering. The cross s'ection of the neutrino proton scatter-
p

ing is described by sin 3 , vector form factors which is well

known and an axial vector form factor. If you assume M. as
2an input then you can get sin 9 , or you can get M4 and

sin 9 simultaneously. For this analysis we also relax the

condition to look for an additional contribution to the axial
2

vector form factor G.(Q ), we set

2 1 gA ( 0 )

GA(Q
2) = \ 1 3-5- (1 + n).

A 2 (1+Q2/MA
2)2

If non-zero n was found, then there are, 1) heavy quark

contributions to the standard weak axial current, or 2) "non-

standard" primitive axial isoscalar current.

Neutral-current elastic proton scattering candidates

were single tracks fully contained within the detector and

not accompanied by any additional track. The minimum length



of an accepted track yielded up to nine measurements of dE/dx

and corresponded to Q = 2MT > 0.3S-(GeV/c) for elastic

proton scatters. After proton candidates were selected using

the dE/dx information, further criteria.were applied.to

suppress background events exhibiting relatively large in-

time extra energy depositions while maintaining high detec-

tion efficiency for the signal. The resulting sample con-

tain backgrounds from neutrino interactions other than v p ->

v p and v p -> v p. The neutrino backgrounds were (a) v n -

v n, (b) neutral-current single pion production and (c) a

small contribution from the quasielastic reaction in which

the muon was undetected. Also, in each sample corrections

were neccessary for elastic proton scatters produced by the

measured contamination of opposite helicity neutrinos in

the incident beam. The backgrounds in which a u or ir+ was

observed to decay near the event vertex were directly sub-

tracted. A Monte Carlo calculation was used to estimate the

remaining backgrounds. After all subtractions, final samples

of 951 v p -> v p and 776 y p -> v p events remain.

From the resultant Q distribution shown in figure 5,

one finds the ratio for 0.5 < Q2 < 1.0 (GeV/c)2:

R = = 0.153 + 0.007 + 0.017

0.218 + 0.008 + 0.023.
>UP * v

The 11% systematic uncertainty in R and R- in the equation

above is the absolute scale uncertainty of each of the indi-

vidual differential cross sections in figure 5. The differ-

ential cross section for v p depends primarily on sin 9 ,

while the differential cross section for v p is particulary

sensitive to the axial-vector form factor, G.(Q ). If it is

assumed that GA(Q ) is given by the axial-vector isovector



dipole form factor with no co-rrections for heavy quark

currents and no axial-vector isosc&lar term, then extraction
2 2 2

of sin 8 and M. from da(v p)/dQ 'and de(v p)/dQ yields
sin29 = 0.218 + o!o39 and M. = 1.06 + 0.05 Gev, where the

W - 0.047 A

errors represent a 68% rectangular confidence area. This

value of M. is in good agreement with the present world-

average value, M = 1.032 t 0.036 GeV.

Alternatively, if sin29 is fixed at the value 0.22 and
111MA constrained to the world-average value ' , a search may

2be made for additional term in G/>(Q ) due to neutral-current

contributions from heavy quark currents or a "nonstandard"
? 3 2

isoscalar axial-vector current. Writing G,(Q ) = G. (Q )(l+n),

one finds n = 0.12 + 0.07, or equivalently, 0.00 < n <G.25

at 90%C.L.. This results for n is independent of the nu-
p

merical vlaue assumed for sin 9 .
Tc extract the most precise value of sin 8 , we con-

strain M. at the world average value and used the differ-

ential cross section data.- The most precise value from this

experiment is

sin29 = 0.220 + 0.016(stat.) + 0.023(syst).
- 0.031

p

There is good agreement between the value of sin 8 from the

pure leptonic interactions and from the sensi-leptonic in-

teractions. Furthermore, these values are in good agreement
_. ...

with the values of sin 8 determined from the masses of the
12) w

W and Z bosons , from inelastic electron-deuteron scatter-13)ing , and from deep-inelastic neutral-current neutrino
reactions . Hence, over a wide range of Qt and with sig-

nificantly different assumptions and coorrections in the

various experiments, the weak-neutral-current parameter
2

sin 8 is within present experimental errors of about 10%, a
universal constant. And after we will analyse the all of

the data, we will have 190 v e and 100 v e events that will



p
give a result with Asin 8 =-+0.015 for pure leptonic neutral
current interactions. ' ' .,
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E734 Data Summary

1982

1984

1986

Total

Neutrino

POT

0.8xl019

l.SxlO19

1.4xlO19

190(Exoe

No of v e

51+9 -

\119+11

70(Expected)

icted)

Anti-Neutrino

POT

1.8xlO19

1.6xlO19

100 (

No of M.e

53+10

48(Exp«

Expected!

TABLE 1.

Integrated number of events observed

400

300

200

130

£ °

400

300

200

100

(360)

(222)
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F i g u r e 3 . The data points are the measured flux-averaged

differential cross sections for v^p—v^p and 7j,p—v^p
from this experiment. The solid curves are best fits to the
combined data with the values MA —1.06 GeV and
sin:9w —0.220. This fitting procedure imposes adjustment
of the solid curves by scale factors of 1.05 for v^p and 1.09
for v.Ap, consistent with the absolute scale uncertainty of ap-
proximately U% in esch of the individual cross sections
which was included in the fitting procedure
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FIGURE 4 . Distributions in 3} for (a) the primarily singly

ionizing events from the v* data and (b) the predominantly
photon sample from the v^ data. (c),(d) The corresponding
plots for the v^-inducsd data.
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